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Fit testing of masks worn by frontline healthcare workers
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During the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) global pan-
demic, healthcare organizations have faced increasing pressure
to establish and maintain a reliable supply of respirators for front-
line clinical staff. Due to supply disruption, additional types of res-
pirators have been sought, which have caused concern from
frontline healthcare workers regarding their effectiveness to pro-
tect from viral aerosol exposure. Do additional masks brought
in to address the shortfall of supply meet the expected standards
for a mask seal? Healthcare workers have increasingly requested
mask fit testing of regular and additional N95 and P2 masks.

International, national, and local guidance provide the quanti-
tative assessment process for mask fit testing using a portacount
machine.1–3 The fit-test short protocol is consistent with the
international Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA),2,4 Standards Australia,5 and the Canadian Standards
Association,6 and it is supported by the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).1 The protocol comprises 4 exer-
cises while a mask is being worn: bending, talking, head up and
down, and head side to side. The mask fit is tested, and an overall
fit factor score is generated as a culmination of the exercise scores.
For each exercise, a numerical value is generated reflecting the seal
of the mask. To pass an exercise, the value must be ≥100.
Irrespective of whether an exercise is passed or failed, the score
contributes to a final overall mask fit result; a positive score is
between 100 and ≥200.4 According to the current OSHA guidance
for quantitative fit testing, the overall fit factor is important, not the
individual exercise scores.4 This guidance differs from the UK
Health Safety Executive mask fit-testing guidance.3 In this study,
we utilized the OHSA quantitative fit-test short protocol4 to deter-
mine whether the usual masks and additional masks obtained due
to lack of mask supply had similar fit-testing results.

Methods

A cross-sectional survey was conducted using the OSHA short pro-
tocol across 3 hospitals in Sydney, Australia. A specialist external
company was hired to undertake quantitative fit testing, and front-
line workers were advised of the availability of mask fit testing at

their hospital. A retrospective analysis of deidentified data from the
cross-sectional survey was granted ethical approval by the Local
Health District Human Research Ethics Committee (nos. X20-
163 and 202/ETH00982).

Results

In total, 719 fit tests were conducted; 686 tests were performed on
disposable N95 and P2 masks, and 33 fit tests were performed on
reusable respirators. Only 1 reusable mask failed. Of all 686 dispos-
able N95 and P2 masks tested, 377 (55%) achieved a passing pos-
itive fit score; however, 22.3% of these masks failed at least 1 or
more exercises of the OSHA protocol. Of the 294 usual brands sup-
plied before the pandemic, 37.1% achieved an overall passing score
for fit factor, whereas 68.4% of the 392 additional masks supplied
achieved an overall passing score for fit factor. The differences in
mask-sealing scores were for the exercises that were performed as
part of the OSHA protocol. Of the 294 usually sourced masks
tested, 52% failed bending exercises, 54.8% failed talking exercises,
60.5% failed head side-to-side exercises, and 68.4% failed the head
up-and-down exercises. Among the 392 additionally sourced
masks, 31.4% failed bending exercises, 30.45% failed talking exer-
cises, 33.7% failed head side-to-side exercises, and 34.7% failed the
head up-and-down exercises.

Discussion

COVID-19 healthcare worker infections have been reported in
which personal protective equipment (PPE) breaches could not
be identified.7 With a reduction in supply of usual brands of
N95 and P2 masks, there was growing concern among frontline
healthcare workers about the mask-sealing capabilities of the addi-
tional mask brands. With the introduction of additional brands,
the question arose of whether these masks provided the same level
of aerosol protection when fit tested compared to the usual brands
supplied to the health service. Our results indicate that the usual
N95 and P2 masks did not fit as many frontline healthcare workers
compared to the additional N95 and P2 masks supplied during the
pandemic. This finding would not have been identified if the sup-
ply chain for N95 and P2 masks had not been disrupted due to the
pandemic.

The additional masks had a higher rate of overall fit than the
usual masks supplied. This rate of mask fit is consistent with other
published studies on mask fit testing associated with healthcare
workers.8,9 Importantly, a percentage of masks with an overall
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positive fit test failed at least 1 OSHA exercise. Previously pub-
lished N95 and P2 quantitative mask fit-testing studies have not
reported the pass or failure rates of exercises in the OHSA
QNFT protocols. In this study, failure of a QNFT exercise did
not prevent an overall positive fit-test result. The OSHA protocol
exercises are consistent with healthcare workers’ regular actions or
movements when caring for COVID-19 patients, and failure of an
exercise potentially places frontline workers at risk of viral expo-
sure at the point of care.9,10 Is an overall passing score for a mask
fit-test result sufficient during a pandemic in determining aerosol
protection for frontline healthcare workers when not all test
exercises are passed in a controlled quantitative mask fit-testing
environment?

Our findings suggest that a wider variety of brands of N95 and
P2 masks should be available to healthcare workers to ensure opti-
mal protection from respiratory airborne viruses through better fit-
ting N95 and P2 masks. Although we did not focus on the physical
face shape or nose size and shape as part of the mask-fitting proc-
ess, future studies could consider these important facial character-
istics in determining brands and mask types that are more effective
in providing a mask seal. In addition, future research is required to
understand the differences in risk associated with international
mask fit-testing protocols (ie, OSHA or UK HSE guidance).
Risk assessment associated with airborne viruses should consider
healthcare workers’ head and body movements in the delivery of
clinical care.
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